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Biblical parenting involves encouraging, exhorting, and empathizing with children according to their unique needs and character.
This re-release of Different Children, Different Needs clarifies what the Bible means when it commands us to "train up a child in the
way he should go" (Proverbs 22:6). It teaches moms and dads how to understand the personality God has given each of their
children and how to tailor their parenting styles to meet their children's needs. Pastor Charles Boyd uses the popular DISC
personality assessment model to help parents better recognize, accept, and appreciate their kids' temperaments. IF ONLY YOUR
PARENTS HAD READ THIS BOOK... Do you know whether your child is determined, influencing, soft-hearted, or conscientious?
The key to effective parenting is knowing what motivates your child. The information and tools provided in Different Children,
Different Needs will take the mystery out of the way you interact with each other. You'll begin to realize things you never
understood about the best way to relate to each unique son or daughter. Your children will come to realize how God has designed
and gifted them, growing in confidence and finding a sense of belonging. And you'll enjoy the fulfilling parenting experience you've
always wished for. Story Behind the Book Based on the biblical teaching of Proverbs 22:6, the principles in this book can become
the backbone for everything you do as a parent. If you don't practice the "big picture" principle presented in Different Children,
Different Needs , your kids will be negatively affected. But if you take Proverbs 22:6 seriously and seek to apply what you find in
this book, your children will come to understand how God has designed and gifted them. They will grow to have both a sense of
confidence and a sense of belonging. Just when you master the art of parenting one child, here comes another—and they're
"different as night and day." You must learn how to tailor your own unique parenting style to meet your children's special needs
more effectively. This simple resource helps you understand, accept, appreciate, and enjoy your children…and their God-given
temperaments.
In order to understand your relationships with other people, you must first understand yourself. Achievers throughout history have
one thing in common-they know themselves. This means they don't underestimate what they can do, they don't sell themselves
short and they know their own limitations. More importantly, by understanding themselves, they are able to develop plans to
overcome their shortcomings and take full advantage of their strengths to improve their communication and effectiveness with
others. The DISC Assessment measures observable behavior. Behaviors are the "how" of your life and are apparent in the things
you do and how you act. Whether you know it or not, these behaviors are so predictable that to react differently requires conscious
effort and focused attention. This workbook will not only walk you through the values of the four primary behavioral types, but will
also introduce your Leadership Aptitudes. These Aptitudes highlight the strengths inherent in each dimension of your behavioral
style. After completing this workbook, you will have a better understanding of yourself and the value others can add to your life.
Includes a FREE mini-assessment that will introduce you to your DISC style. To maximize the learning process, the DISC
Assessment for the Workplace (sold separately) is available at www.DISC-U.org and is recommended. This workbook includes
over 100 pages of helpful information and activations to engage you in the learning process. Workbook Sections include: - DISC
Fact Sheets to better understand your Primary Type and what value the other three types bring - Insight Sections to connect the
information with people you already know to begin to understand them better - Leadership Aptitude section to identify your
leadership style - DISC Team Wheel to plot your team's primary style together
In The Five Dysfunctions of a Team Patrick Lencioni once again offers a leadership fable that is as enthralling and instructive as
his first two best-selling books, The Five Temptations of a CEO and The Four Obsessions of an Extraordinary Executive. This
time, he turns his keen intellect and storytelling power to the fascinating, complex world of teams. Kathryn Petersen, Decision
Tech's CEO, faces the ultimate leadership crisis: Uniting a team in such disarray that it threatens to bring down the entire
company. Will she succeed? Will she be fired? Will the company fail? Lencioni's utterly gripping tale serves as a timeless reminder
that leadership requires as much courage as it does insight. Throughout the story, Lencioni reveals the five dysfunctions which go
to the very heart of why teams even the best ones-often struggle. He outlines a powerful model and actionable steps that can be
used to overcome these common hurdles and build a cohesive, effective team. Just as with his other books, Lencioni has written a
compelling fable with a powerful yet deceptively simple message for all those who strive to be exceptional team leaders.
This book covers all supervisory situations one is likely to encounter on a commercial, industrial, or institutional construction
project. The book is based upon a very successful Electrical Project Supervision (EPS) training program developed by Rounds
and Segner for the National Electrical Contractor?s Association and licensed to several organizations representing other
construction sectors. This program has been delivered for over a decade and continues to be delivered to thousands of
construction supervisors each year. The program content has consistently received outstanding reviews and evaluations in
numerous different venues.
Lists the most significant writings on computer games, including works that cover recent advances in gaming and the substantial
academic research that goes into devising and improving computer games.
Intelligent readers who want to build their own embedded computer systems-- installed in everything from cell phones to cars to
handheld organizers to refrigerators-- will find this book to be the most in-depth, practical, and up-to-date guide on the market.
Designing Embedded Hardware carefully steers between the practical and philosophical aspects, so developers can both create
their own devices and gadgets and customize and extend off-the-shelf systems. There are hundreds of books to choose from if
you need to learn programming, but only a few are available if you want to learn to create hardware. Designing Embedded
Hardware provides software and hardware engineers with no prior experience in embedded systems with the necessary
conceptual and design building blocks to understand the architectures of embedded systems. Written to provide the depth of
coverage and real-world examples developers need, Designing Embedded Hardware also provides a road-map to the pitfalls and
traps to avoid in designing embedded systems. Designing Embedded Hardware covers such essential topics as: The principles of
developing computer hardware Core hardware designs Assembly language concepts Parallel I/O Analog-digital conversion Timers
(internal and external) UART Serial Peripheral Interface Inter-Integrated Circuit Bus Controller Area Network (CAN) Data
Converter Interface (DCI) Low-power operation This invaluable and eminently useful book gives you the practical tools and skills to
develop, build, and program your own application-specific computers.
For some organizations, Lessons Learned (LL) is an informal process of discussing and recording project experiences during the
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closure phase. For others, LL is a formal process that occurs at the end of each phase of a project. Regardless of when they are
performed, if you are a project team member, chances are you will soon be required to present an evaluation of your project using
Lessons Learned. Presenting new information that updates the award-winning first edition, The Basics of Project Evaluation and
Lessons Learned, Second Edition supplies practical guidance on conducting project Lessons Learned. The first edition won the
Project Management Institute's (PMI®) David I. Cleland Project Management Literature Award. Following in the footsteps of its
popular predecessor, this second edition provides an easy-to-follow, systematic approach to conducting Lessons Learned on a
project. Updated to align with the PMBOK® Guide, Fifth Edition Includes three new chapters—PRINCE2®, Agile Retrospectives,
and Knowledge Transfer— in response to information requests from readers of the first edition from around the world Enhanced
with valuable new resources in the Project Evaluation Resource Kit (PERK) found on the free CD included in the back of the book,
including a fully functional MS Access Lessons Learned Database The research in this book is based on four years of doctoral
dissertation research and is supported by renowned experts in the field of evaluation. The concepts covered are applicable to all
types of organizations that implement projects and need to conduct Lessons Learned. Providing tools and techniques for active
engagement, the text is founded on the principles of conducting project evaluations as recommended by the Project Management
Institute (PMI), the world’s leading not-for-profit membership association for the project management profession, and PRINCE2®
(Project in Controlled Environments version 2), a major governing body of project management. Simplifying and formalizing the
methodology of conducting LL in projects, the contents of this book will help organizations, large and small, more effectively
implement processes and systems to support effective LL. The text is supported by a Project Evaluation Resource Kit (PERK),
which is found in CD format at the back of the book.
How do you determine if your project was a success (beyond being within budget and completed on time)? How do you determine the impact
of a project? How do you capture valuable knowledge from a current or past project to enhance future programs? The answer to all three
questions is through project lessons learned. Recipient of the 2012 PMI David I. Cleland Project Management Literature Award Although
lessons learned provide invaluable information for determining the success or failure of projects, a systematic method for conducting lessons
learned is critical to the ongoing success of your projects, programs, and portfolios. The Basics of Project Evaluation and Lessons Learned
details an easy-to-follow approach for conducting lessons learned on any project, in any organization. Whether your job entails running small
projects from a home-based business or managing large projects as a part of an international supply chain, this book will be of great benefit.
It outlines a well-indexed strategy to capture, categorize, and control lessons based on best practices. Reinforcing the project standards as
outlined in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) published by the Project Management Institute (PMI®), the book
incorporates the five Project Management Process Groups (Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring/Controlling and Closing). It also
integrates the nine Project Management Knowledge Areas—Communications, Cost, Human Resources, Integration, Procurement, Quality,
Risk, Scope and Time. Synthesizing essential concepts of project evaluation and lessons learned into an easy-to-follow process, the book:
Outlines a practical 10-step process for conducting effective lessons learned Includes a wealth of project job aids, including templates,
checklists, forms, and a Project Evaluation Resource Kit (PERK) on the accompanying CD Is supported by a comprehensive website at
http://www.lessonslearned.info Based on more than a decade of research supported by renowned experts in the field of evaluation, this
practical guide delivers the necessary resources for active engagement. It introduces innovative concepts, improved models, and highlights
important considerations to help you gain a multi-dimensional perspective of project evaluation in the context of lessons learned.
A revolutionary approach to success and fulfillment-already being used by hundreds of thousands of individuals and organizations-now
available for the first time in an accessible, practical book. T he Personality Code clearly and persuasively demonstrates how personality
determines why we do what we do and how we can maximize our strengths, work smarter with others, and profit from better relationships in
our careers. Based on the IDISC(tm) Personality Profile-an updated and rigorously validated proprietary version of DISC, the world's most
popular form of personality testing-the book provides insights and strategies for individuals and organizations that promote self-awareness
and foster excellence. Readers will have free access to the online IDISC(tm) Personality Profile (each book will include a unique code
number), which will reveal their own profiles from among the fourteen personality types that have been refined and defined through the
author's six-year international study involving more than five hundred thousand participants. Travis Bradberry shows readers how to discern
the fixed characteristics that explain three-quarters of human behavior. Most important, they will learn how to leverage these traits in order to
capitalize on their strengths and sidestep weaknesses in themselves as well as in other people.
In this IBM Redbooks publication we describe and demonstrate dimensional data modeling techniques and technology, specifically focused
on business intelligence and data warehousing. It is to help the reader understand how to design, maintain, and use a dimensional model for
data warehousing that can provide the data access and performance required for business intelligence. Business intelligence is comprised of
a data warehousing infrastructure, and a query, analysis, and reporting environment. Here we focus on the data warehousing infrastructure.
But only a specific element of it, the data model - which we consider the base building block of the data warehouse. Or, more precisely, the
topic of data modeling and its impact on the business and business applications. The objective is not to provide a treatise on dimensional
modeling techniques, but to focus at a more practical level. There is technical content for designing and maintaining such an environment, but
also business content. For example, we use case studies to demonstrate how dimensional modeling can impact the business intelligence
requirements for your business initiatives. In addition, we provide a detailed discussion on the query aspects of BI and data modeling. For
example, we discuss query optimization and how you can determine performance of the data model prior to implementation. You need a solid
base for your data warehousing infrastructure . . . . a solid data model.
The Great Connection is for executives, salespeople, realtors, teachers -- anyone whose career success depends on connecting with other
people. In its self-published edition, this fast-paced book changed the lives of thousands of readers with its simple message told through the
tale of Bob Hathaway, a man in a career crisis. Told in an engaging story format that is easy to grasp, The Great Connection goes beyond
merely identifying personality styles and gives readers specific interview and connection techniques they can use immediately. The book
reveals the effective and ineffective traits of each of the four behavioral styles; five interviewing techniques to help you identify anyone's
personality style; and the actual words to use to really connect with someone.
This revised edition of Ken Pohlmann's classic survey of the compact disc world celebrates the 10th birthday of the most successful
consumer electronics product ever produced. New material updates the user on the latest technological advances and gives insight into new
formats and applications.
Successful managers work like coaches, assessing each person's strengths and weaknesses and developing the best strategy to get the job
done. The 4-Dimensional Manager shows how managers can become more effective by using the DiSC system. "DiSC" stands for four
communication styles: Dominance (direct and decisive); Influence (optimistic and outgoing); Supportive (sympathetic and cooperative); and
Conscientious (concerned and correct). In the book's first part, readers assess their own style, the style of the people they manage, and the
style of their organization. The second part shows how to choose the most effective style (or combination of styles) for any situation, focusing
on seven key areas: delegating, decision making, problem solving, motivating, complimenting, giving constructive feedback, and developing
skills.
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This accessible text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem solving. Using extensive case-studies and
examples from a range of business situations, it explores various problem-solving theories and techniques, illustrating how these can be used
to solve a range of management problems. Thoroughly revised and redesigned, this new edition retains the accessible and imaginative
approach to problem-solving skills of the first edition. Contents include: * blocks to creativity and how to overcome them * key techniques
including lateral thinking, morphological analysis and synectics * computer-assisted problem solving * increased coverage of group problemsolving techniques and paradigm shift. As creativity is increasingly recognized as a key skill for successful managers, this book will be
welcomed as a comprehensive introduction for students and practising managers alike.

Everyone who wants a fulfilling career needs a mentor -- someone who has seen it all before, someone who can share hard-won
experiences and teach valuable lessons. In this expanded and enhanced version of his best-selling book, Monday Morning
Leadership, David Cottrell packs all of the wisdom of his wide-ranging business experience into this inspirational story. Cottrell
introduces us to Jeff, a successful corporate manager who has hit a major wall. Jeff has been leading his team, quarter after
quarter, to great sales and better profits for several years -- until now. The tricks that used to work wonders have lost their magic;
Jeff is in a slump and is at a loss to find his way out of it. Overworked, stressed, and feeling that his personal and professional
lives are at risk, Jeff reaches out to the father of a college buddy, a retired and tremendously accomplished former executive
named Tony. Tony and Jeff agree to meet every Monday for ten weeks to work through Jeff's problems and get his career back on
track. In the course of these intimate sessions, Jeff discovers the secrets of real leadership: "Until I accept total responsibility -- no
matter what -- I will not be able to put plans in place to accomplish my goals." And, "My success is the result of making better
choices and recovering quickly from poor choices." Tony leads Jeff through tough lessons in how to manage his people, how to
manage his own time, how to manage his superiors, and how to escape from "management land." Most of all, Jeff learns that his
success is intimately bound with the success of his people and that tolerating lackluster performance in himself and others on the
team only leads to discontent from his most prized and productive employees. Through Jeff's mentoring sessions, the reader
meets a character of integrity who dispenses homespun but effective wisdom. Spend time with Tony and Jeff at their Monday
morning meetings, and you will find yourself on the road to becoming a better leader and being more successful at work.
The first edition of 3D Laser Scanning for Heritage was published in 2007 and originated from the Heritage3D project that in 2006
considered the development of professional guidance for laser scanning in archaeology and architecture. Publication of the
second edition in 2011 continued the aims of the original document in providing updated guidance on the use of three-dimensional
(3D) laser scanning across the heritage sector. By reflecting on the technological advances made since 2011, such as the speed,
resolution, mobility and portability of modern laser scanning systems and their integration with other sensor solutions, the guidance
presented in this third edition should assist archaeologists, conservators and other cultural heritage professionals unfamiliar with
the approach in making the best possible use of this now highly developed technique.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
'Classic English humour, with all the slapstick, twists and dry observations you could hope for' The Times The Discworld is very
much like our own - if our own were to consist of a flat planet balanced on the back of four elephants which stand on the back of a
giant turtle, that is . . . 'This is a story about sex and drugs and Music With Rocks In. Well... ...one out of three ain’t bad.' Being
sixteen is always difficult, even more so when there’s a Death in the family. After all, it's hard to grow up normally when
Grandfather rides a white horse and wields a scythe. Especially if he decides to take a well-earned moment to uncover the
meaning of life and discover himself in the process, so that you have to take over the family business, and everyone mistakes you
for the Tooth Fairy. And especially when you have to face the new and addictive music that has entered Discworld. It's lawless. It
changes people. It's got a beat and you can dance to it. It's called Music With Rocks In. And it won't fade away.
__________________ The Discworld novels can be read in any order but Soul Music is the third book in the Death series.
Don’t Be a One-Dimensional Leader! To be an effective leader you need to know your strengths—but that’s only part of the story.
You also need a broad perspective on all the behaviors needed to be an effective leader. This book provides both. Using the thirdgeneration DiSC® online personality assessment—one of the most scientifically validated tools available—The 8 Dimensions of
Leadership helps you identify your primary leadership dimension. Whether you are a Pioneering, Energizing, Affirming, Inclusive,
Humble, Deliberate, Resolute, or Commanding leader, the authors help you understand the psychological drivers, motivations, and
“blind spots” characteristic of your style. But no single style will take you all the way. A Humble leader may have a hard time
making tough decisions. A Commanding leader may run roughshod over potential allies. The authors detail the lessons all leaders
can learn from each style, enabling you to craft a multidimensional approach to becoming the leader you aspire to be.
Provides information on the DiSC framework in terms of building skills to analyse situations, reflect on your own behaviour and
work with others. Includes a test to determine your own DiSC profile.
A dreamer's guide to turning fantasies into reality teaches five "macroskills"--aspiration, motivation, projection, inclusion, and
application--required to achieve dreams in the real world. Original. $75,000 first printing.

The quick way to learn Windows 10 This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Windows 10. Jump in
wherever you need answers--brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Discover
fun and functional Windows 10 features! Work with the new, improved Start menu and Start screen Learn about different
sign-in methods Put the Cortana personal assistant to work for you Manage your online reading list and annotate articles
with the new browser, Microsoft Edge Help safeguard your computer, your information, and your privacy Manage
connections to networks, devices, and storage resources
Praise for Demystifying Technical Training "Demystifying Technical Training is a must-read for CLOs,managers of
training, instructors, and instructional designers. Allwho read it will gain critical insights into how to lower the costand
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of learning." —Wm. Douglas Harward, CEO and founder of TrainingIndustry, Inc.
"Individuals interested in and accountable for derivingsignificant value from technical training investments will gaingreat
benefit from reading this book and applying itswisdom." —Karen Kocher, CLO at Cigna Healthcare "Demystifying
Technical Training is an essential,complete guide for any learning organization. The overviews andconcepts are clearly
stated, while the case studies and sidebarsprovide practical examples you can apply in your situation." —Jean Barbazette,
president of The Training Clinic andauthor of Managing the Training Function for Bottom-LineResults "Considering the
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cost of acquiring and developing talent, whywouldn't all CEO/COOs insist on investing in people to improveresults and
reduce risk? This book demystifies the process ofdeveloping technical experts to increase the return on investmentin
human capital. Bravo!" —Martin J. Menard, former group CIO at IntelCorporation "Technical training is a key to sustaining
competitiveness inthe new economy. Learn how to leverage and optimize its value inyour organization through this
wonderfully insightful and practicalresource." —Dr. Arthur L. Jue, director of global organizationand talent development at
Oracle and co-author of Social Mediaat Work: How Networking Tools Propel OrganizationalPerformance "Don't be misled
by the title—this book—whilefocusing on the often segmented world of domain specific jobskills—provides guidance valid for
the full spectrum ofworkforce learning from soft-skills to 'technical' skills." —Ruth Clark, principal and president of Clark
Training& Consulting and author of e-Learning and the Science ofInstruction
The 4-dimensional ManagerDiSC Strategies for Managing Different People in the Best WaysBoom Koninklijke Uitgevers
This book enables enterprise business leaders - from CEOs to supervisors - to understand what "Continuous
Improvement" is, why it is probably the best answer to improved business performance in years, and how to put it to work
in the unique environment of a specific organization. The book examines what is at the core of "Continuous
Improvement" and delves deeper into the elements and constituents necessary to take an organization to the next level
to ensure its continued, long-term existence. It provides guidance to enterprise management and to professionals
engaged in the implementation of a "Continuous Improvement" initiative and enables them to structure and manage its
implementation successfully. It also provides tools to quickly assess where an enterprise business stands in terms of
strategic management and "Continuous Improvement".?
Praise for The Work of Leaders "The Work of Leaders is a bright gem of a book. In a crystal clear and to-the-point style,
the authors make leadership instantly accessible with a memorable model, rock solid fundamentals, original research,
compelling stories, and highly practical tips for putting the principles to immediate use. There are invaluable lessons on
every page, and you'll enjoy discovering each one. We highly recommend The Work of Leaders to anyone who aspires to
make extraordinary things happen in organizations." —JIM KOUZES & BARRY POSNER, authors of the bestselling The
Leadership Challenge® "Clear, distinctive, intuitive, and deeply researched, The Work of Leaders gives every reader not
only several 'a-ha!' moments, but smart, meaningful suggestions for changing the way we all lead." —ELAINE BIECH,
author of The Business of Consulting "The authors have indeed done their homework! Their combined expertise and
engaging writing gives their readers a one-stop shop for understanding and improving the way we lead. Bravo!"
—BEVERLY KAYE, coauthor of Love 'Em or Lose 'Em "The Work of Leaders shows you how to create a thriving
organization by setting a vision and then collaborating with your people to guide your company to success. It is the
strategic tool you need to move your business forward, with imaginative writing and a practical approach you can use
right away." —TOM MCKEE, CEO, The Ken Blanchard Companies "Anyone who is in a leadership position or is
responsible for evaluating leaders should make this book a must-read. Collectively, the book's authors are unique in their
knowledge, background and ability, which is what distinguishes this great piece of work from others of its kind." —SIDNEY
FELTENSTEIN, former CEO, Yorkshire Global Restaurants
HR and talent management professionals look to "Everything DiSC" to develop individuals in the areas of leadership,
management training, sales training, and team building. The "Everything DiSC Manual "is the professional's
comprehensive guide to the research that supports the "Everything DiSC "suite of assessments. With this complete
reference tool, professionals can access the research and theory behind "Everything DiSC." In addition to providing an indepth overview of the DiSC model and the various applications associated with DiSC, the "Everything DiSC Manual
"provides coverage on the following key topics: Research supporting the validity and reliability of the DiSC styles An
overview of DiSC as it intersects with current psychological theory Case studies modeling the proper interpretation of the
tool DiSC as it applies to gender, ethnicity, and education This manual is an essential reference tool for anyone
facilitating "Everything DiSC "products.
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and crunching datasets in Python. Updated for Python
3.6, the second edition of this hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show you how to solve a broad
set of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas, NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the
process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas project, this book is a practical, modern introduction
to data science tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to Python and for Python programmers new to data science
and scientific computing. Data files and related material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and Jupyter
notebook for exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with
data analysis tools in the pandas library Use flexible tools to load, clean, transform, merge, and reshape data Create
informative visualizations with matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and summarize datasets
Analyze and manipulate regular and irregular time series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with
thorough, detailed examples
Buku Coaching Practi ces akan membantu Anda memahami praktik nyata coaching melalui contoh-contoh yang dekat dengan
kenyataan kerja sehari-hari. Buku ini bisa menjadi pedoman praktis bagi semua pemimpin yang serius ingin menjadi coach bagi
anggota timnya. Buku ini akan semakin lengkap bila dibaca dengan buku pendahulunya, Coaching for Result, yang memberikan
pemahaman dasar akan keterampilan seorang pimpinan yang juga coach bagi anak buahnya. *** Bukan zamannya seorang
pemimpin meraih sukses sendirian. Pemimpin juga harus mampu menciptakan kader-kader yang lebih sukses darinya. Melalui
buku Coaching Practices, kaderisasi dan regenerasi berhasil diciptakan dengan baik. Sudah seharusnya setiap pemimpin yang
sukses menduplikasikan kesuksesannya kepada generasi mendatang dengan membaca buku ini. —Prijono Sugiarto Presiden
Direktur PT Astra International Tbk. Buku yang mengesankan dengan dasar pengalaman hebat penulis dan lengkap mengulas
berbagai aspek dengan memperhatikan karakteristik generasi, tipe kepribadian, kiat cerdas emosi, dan cara praktis untuk
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mengelola serta menerapkan dengan contoh aplikatif. Untuk menjadi coach yang andal, Anda memerlukan panduan lengkap dari
buku luar biasa ini dan mengasahnya dengan jam terbang aplikasi. —Alexandra A. Aprilina Vice President Human Capital
Combiphar Group, Professional Licensed Trainer
You Are the Team is a book that will easily and dramatically improve the way your team works together by literally changing the
heart and mind of every member of your team. It's a book for you, your team and entire organization. Many leaders struggle with
getting members of their team to help and assist each other; to be direct, candid and respectful in their communication; to actively
participate in meetings-providing ideas and passionately discussing important topics; to trust each other; to stop engaging in
negative talk and even gossip; and to take accountability for their job and performance... to name just a few. You Are the Team
combats the "Teammate Me Culture," which is when members of the team care more about their own needs than the team's
needs. It inspires teammates to: *Serve each other *Put others and the team first *Tell the truth and be transparent *Keep
commitments *Be direct and honest in discussions *Take accountability *Learn from mistakes *Seek honest feedback from
teammates *Improve personal gratitude *Refrain from negativity and gossip *Compliment teammates more frequently *Celebrate
teammates successes *Extend more kindness *Seek to understand teammates first before reacting *Demonstrate greater
empathy towards teammates *Get it done and then some *Improve personal focus on goals *Bring solutions, not problems *Invest
in personal development *Inspire and lead Would you agree that the above actions improve teamwork? Could your team improve
by teammates implementing even just a couple of these concepts? You Are the Team is both engaging and practical. Author
Michael Rogers uses a variety of entertaining stories to highlight the concepts in the book. Introspective questions are at the end
of each section to help teammates reflect on how they are currently applying each of the important team concepts. The end of the
book includes an assessment with 27 questions to gauge the overall effectiveness of teammates. Becoming a successful team
begins with teammates who want to provide more value than they receive. You Are the Team was written to help members of
teams understand the value they bring. Order a copy for you, for your team, for your entire organization. Michael has over 20
years of experience working with teams in business, sports, and a variety of volunteer organizations. One common theme in his
consulting work has been that the best teams are made up of teammates who are committed to and invested in their team and its
outcomes. He has found, without exception, that teams consisting of teammates who regularly practice his 6 B's of selflessness,
trustworthiness, humbleness, positivity, respectfulness, and greatness achieve extraordinary teamwork. When Michael sat down to
write You Are the Team, he wanted to write a book that could be easily understood by anyone reading it, a book that was inspiringeven life changing, a book that was engaging and a book that could be quickly applied by every member of the team. Many are
finding that he did just that. Are you a leader who wishes you could get your team to work together better? Are you a leader who
needs to boost results? Are you a leader who wishes your team cared more about their work and the outcomes of the team? You
Are the Team is that one book that will change your team and organization long term.
Project management is not easy—it is a complicated, multilayered matter, whether you manage projects for your entire company,
for a department or just your own projects. And using a management software program isn't enough, as many project managers
painfully learn. This book takes you through 10 steps that, if you follow them correctly, will lead to successful project management.
Learn how to help managerial candidates develop their current skill sets to become more effective people and project managers.
From assessments to presentation materials, Managing Skills Training includes all of the elements your organization needs to
design, facilitate, and evaluate manager training. This workshop-in-a-book covers a wide variety of topics like basic leadership
skills, teamwork, customer service, and motivation techniques.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 15th International Workshop on Groupware: Design,
Implementation, and Use, held in Peso da Régua, Douro, Portugal, during September 13-17, 2009. The 30 papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submission. The topics covered are mobile collaboration, social aspects of
collaboration, technology for CSCW, groupware evaluation, CSCW design, geo collaboration, collaborative learning, and modeling
CSCW.
We are now living in the most demanding and perplexing times that leaders have ever faced. Because contemporary culture is
changing, new methodology and practices are needed to better inspire, educate and train new and emerging leaders of the 21st
century. Many leaders need direction as to which core leadership competencies and qualities are central to their development and
effectiveness in our changing postmodern world. This book identifies the core competencies effective leaders employ and explores
which of the competencies are catalytic in the development and future training of a new kind of leader. Leadership Alive is
research-based and founded upon interviews with 20 national Christian leaders from the East Coast to the Pacific Rim.
Some issues include "Directory of members".
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